
A Spoken Dialogue System for GermanIntercity Train Timetable Inquiries�W. Eckert T. Kuhn H. Niemann S. Rieck A. Scheuer E.G. Schukat-TalamazziniUniversit�at Erlangen-N�urnberg,Lehrstuhl f�ur Mustererkennung (Informatik 5)Martensstra�e 3, 91058 Erlangen, Germanywieland.eckert@informatik.uni-erlangen.deAbstractThis paper focuses on the evaluation of the GermanSundial Demonstrator maintaining interactive conversa-tions via microphone and telephone with users. The wordrecognizer was implemented by the University of Erlangenand currently obtains on our test set a word accuracy ofover 92% in a speaker{independent task with perplexity111.We also participated in the design and implementationof the multilingual Dialogue Manager which is responsiblefor cooperative system behaviour. Over 100 prototypedialogues led to the current version which is continuallybeing extended.The overall system performance is tested with semi{naive users. Each subject faces four intercity traintimetable scenarios, two of them are given, the othersdepend on the subjects' personal choice. Global systemevaluation is done according to performance measures likecontextual appropriateness, transaction success and dia-logue completion rate.1 IntroductionMany systems providing human computer interactionhave been described, using pointing devices, speech inputand/or output and even multimodal systems combiningseveral input and output methods. Our prototype car-ries continuously spoken human machine dialogues utiliz-ing speech input and output techniques, completely inte-grated and operational on a single workstation. The maincomponents are: the acoustic phonetic recognizer frontend (FE), the linguistic processor (LP) and the DialogueManager (DMan) | all of them part of the Sundial re-search project.Prototype systems have been developed by other part-ners for four languages with limited task domains such asight schedules and train timetable inquiries. Each systemcarries out three principal functions: the interpretation ofuser utterances, the generation of system utterances andmanagement of a coherent and natural dialogue. Whilethe training of the FE and the interpretation in LP haveto be language dependent, DMan was developed to oper-ate on semantic units that represent language and domainindependently.�This work was partly funded by the Commission of theEuropean Community DG XIII under ESPRIT contract P 2218(Sundial). Only the authors are responsible for the article.

After development of a fully operational prototype forall German partners, the evaluation of the system wasstarted at Erlangen University. We decided to work withsemi{naive subjects, who are familiar with computers butnot knowing details about the dialogue system. The mostprominent goal of this evaluation is the overall systemperformance, but detailed module evaluation is performedas well.In this paper we present the �rst results of an earlyversion of the integrated demonstrator setup at ErlangenUniversity. Considering the weak points of the system(processing only the best string, preliminary version of theLP, slow processing speed) we found encouraging results.2 ArchitectureThe hierarchical structure of our Sundial system is shownin �gure 1. An inhouse telephone is connected to theAD/DA{converter and the speech signal is digitized with14 bit resolution at a sampling rate of 16 kHz. TheAD/DA{converter is the only specialized hardware in thewhole system.Recognizer Mel cepstral features and their derivativesare processed in a SCHMM operating with stochastic bi-gram models. The principal phonetic subword unit of theHMM recognizer is the polyphone [11], representing a gen-eralized context{dependent subword unit surrounded byarbitrarily large context. In contrast to triphones, thecontext is not arti�cially restricted to one symbol to theleft and to the right; the context items may also includesuprasegmental markers or even word boundaries. Thisensures that large scaled contextual e�ects are properlystatistically modeled. Design of the models and trainingof the HMM parameters is performed by the ISADORAsystem [10]. Currently, 1081 di�erent words are modeledusing 2991 subword units (SWU); 8674 probability den-sity functions (PDF) are estimated resulting in a total ofabout 2 million parameters for the HMMs. Additionally14 stochastic bigram models with perplexity ranging from12 to 114 are predicted dialogue step dependently [1] andprovide semantic restrictions for the recognizing process.Parser The Linguistic Processor (LP) is an extendedTomita parser operating left{to{right and bottom{up [9]on the best string returned by the FE. Disjunctive con-straints are represented in an e�cient way to process theinput. Using constraints replaces the copying and sharingof feature structures [2]. Finally the parse tree constructed
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Figure 1: System architecturefrom the word sequence is transformed into the seman-tic representation methodology developed in the project.We specify the semantic content of the utterance as wellas the syntactic and morphologic information for furtherprocessing by the Dialogue Manager.The semantic interface language (SIL) [7] provides asimple but exible representation of utterances in termsof structured objects. Referencing objects, as well asthe embedding of objects within objects, is facilitated bymeans of indexing: structure{sharing is achieved by co{referential indices. Objects (i.e. their labels and values)are intended to be theory{neutral, thus ensuring indepen-dence of linguistic representation and domain dependentprocessing. Any description of an utterance may consistof several Utterance Field Objects (UFOs), i.e. a struc-tured collection of independent units representing largestcoherent parsable sequences. Static and contextual in-terpretation of the UFO structures dialogue, syntax andsemantics is performed by the DMan, which considers thelinguistic history and the current dialogue status.Dialogue Management The Dialogue Manager is de-signed and implemented in cooperation with partners fromall countries participating in the Sundial project, result-ing in a language independent, multilingual system [8, 3].Several di�erent dialogue strategies (like parameter con-�rmation strategies, using defaults, telephone mode etc.)are implemented to allow a wide variety of di�erent systemreactions which are tested domain independently.Management of spoken dialogues requires the interpre-tation of the user utterances and the generation of sys-tem utterances coherent with user utterances. The un-derlying interaction model consists of semantic, task anddialogue models [5]. Semantic descriptions of user ut-terances are processed, dealing with ambiguity, context{

dependence and the hypothetical nature of the linguisticrepresentation. In the task control module the set of para-meters needed for an successful database enquiry are de-termined and further goal{directed requests for new para-meters are initiated. In the dialogue interpretation processthe semantic interpretations and the dialogue model arematched, deciding the subsequent steps of cooperativeuser interaction in the structured dialogue model. Us-ing this partitioned interactional model, dialogue man-agement is independent of the task and language of theservice domain.We have added to the system a special mode for re-questing city names: the spelling mode. If in the samedialogue a city name is several times not con�rmed (i.e.the user replies with a city name di�erent from the under-stood name), the exible DMan strategies request an ex-plicit con�rmation by the user utilizing the spelling mode.A special language model for the FE is selected, permit-ting only spelled city names. For that task the recogni-tion module operated extremely well with a WA of nearly100%: out of 194 city names only 3 were wrongly recog-nized. Two of them were spelt by a speaker with an Italianaccent. Entering and leaving the spelling mode is trans-parent for the LP; neither the lexicon nor the grammar ofthe parser had to be extended.Our installation is able to conduct information dia-logues using high quality microphone input, as well asoperating on a local telephone line, using the same para-meterized components of the system.3 Evaluation MethodologyEvaluation metrics are partitioned in two measure �elds:isolated module and global system performance sections,corresponding with the glass box and black box evaluationmethods.Module Evaluation Evaluation of FE is performed us-ing the well known measures word accuracy (WA), wordcorrectness (WC) and sentence recognition (SR). Theywere calculated globally (on all dialogues) and on speci�csubsets of the trials. This is described below.Usually the performance of the LP is measured using aset of test utterances spanning the expected grammaticaland lexical coverage of the parser. Since we received a veryearly version of the LP from our partner, it was not evalu-ated according to that methodology. However, we countedthe total number of parser failures, not distinguishing be-tween parsing problems given a correct sentence and prob-lems introduced due to misrecognition. Careful evaluationof the LP is not yet done.The Dialogue Manager is designed using a set of over100 di�erent types of test dialogues, therefore ensuring thecorrect behaviour with all these dialogue prototypes. Thetest�les de�ne a subset of typical dialogue situations andincorporate the knowledge of conversational rules, contex-tual interpretation of utterances, dialogue strategies anddatabase results.System evaluation Apart from local module measuresthe system is tested as a whole with semi{naive users. Themetrics contextual appropriateness, turn correction ratio,transaction success and dialogue completion rate are ap-plied at the highest level of a dialogue system. They aredescribed in table 1. Based on the conversational max-ims [4], the contextual appropriateness is measured at thelevel of questions and answers. Turn corrections are di-vided into user corrections and system corrections, causedby misrecognition of the system and the user respectively.Turns which introduce problems and those which correct



them interrupt the ow of the dialogue without contribut-ing new propositional content to it. They may, of course,make substitutions in the propositional content.Measure De�nitionCA contextual appropriateness: measures theappropriateness of a system utterance inits immediate dialogue context.TCR turn correction ratio: the ratio of allturns in a dialogue to those turns con-cerned with correcting troubles caused bymisrecognition.TS transaction success: measures the sys-tem's success in generating the informa-tion the user requires, including pointingout that an answer does not exist and re-acting cooperatively to inquiries with noconcrete answer.DC dialogue completion rate: the fraction ofall dialogues interactively �nished withouttotal system failure.Table 1: System performance measuresTagging of the user and system turns is performed byhuman experts who classify the appropriateness of utter-ances and the success of dialogues and also identify cor-rection turns. Tags are counted automatically and sum-marized in a report along with the above mentioned FEperformance measures.Finally, the average length of a dialogue is calculated,showing the degree of interaction between system anduser. Bad recognition rates tend to prolong the dialogues,but di�erent user reactions to system utterances imposedi�culties on the comparison of the average number ofturns. 4 Experiments20 semi-naive subjects (experienced in using computers,but not knowing details of the system) volunteered toperform dialogues with our system via microphone input.They were instructed by a person who supervised the testsbut did not know any implementation details about thesystem and therefore could not predict the system behav-iour. Each subject faced 4 intercity train timetable sce-narios. Two of them were prede�ned, the other scenariosdepended on the subjects' personal choice. Before start-ing their inquiries they had to de�ne them by stating theplaces of departure and arrival and the departure time ina protocol. Each inquiry was tried until the system pro-vided the required connection or spotted that no answerexists. After having carried out the dialogues the usershad to �ll in questionnaires describing their attitudes to-wards the system.Apart from instructing the subjects, the supervisor kepta hand{written protocol during the sessions, giving us ad-ditional information about user and system reactions thatwere not automatically recorded by the system in a pro-tocol �le. The hand{written protocol, for instance, tellsus what the subject actually said whereas the protocol �leonly records what was recognized by the acoustic front endprocessor. After �nishing the experiments all informationcontained in the hand-written protocol was inserted intothe protocol �le and speci�cally marked in order to facil-itate the extraction of evaluation material.

5 ResultsSystem evaluation The test material was �rst ana-lyzed to �nd the total failures of the system. Then thedialogues that do not lead to a system shutdown are eval-uated according to the already described metrics. Theevaluation of the questionnaires showing the users' judg-ments is not presented in this paper.The total number of 255 started dialogues consists ofthree roughly equal parts (table 2). One third of the dia-logues were �nished with the correct solution. The secondthird of the dialogues terminated indicating that the di-alogue progress is not good enough to expect successfulcompletion. Finally another third were terminated unex-pectedly due to a severe bug, causing an immediate systemshutdown.Measure: DC no. %failed dialogues 94 36.8%successful dialogues 79 31.0%spotting \di�culties" 82 32.2%total successful 161 63.1%Table 2: Dialogue completion rateThe evaluation focused on 79 dialogues that were suc-cessfully �nished and was carried out by means of theaccuracy measurements mentioned in table 1.Nearly all system utterances were judged to be appro-priate (table 3), i.e. bringing the dialogue forward, evenif not all parameters in the users utterance are recognizedcorrectly. If no progress is observable within a number ofturns, the system itself terminated the dialogue announc-ing the shutdown due to a high rate of misunderstanding.Measure: CA no. %AP appropriate 635 98%IA inappropriate 11 2%AI not agreed AP/IA 0 0%TF total failure (ruled out)IC incomprehensible 0 0%Table 3: Contextual appropriateness of system utterancesThe transaction success rate (TS) is subdivided into theparts successful, successful with constraint relaxation, suc-cessful spotting that no connection exists and failure. TheGerman task of train timetable inquiries implies a largenumber of solutions with relaxed parameters, e.g. propos-ing a train at 17:47 when one at 18:00 was requested. TheTS results are shown in table 4.Measure: TS no. %S successful 5 6%SC relaxed constraints 63 80%SN announcing no solution 11 14%F failure 0 0%Table 4: Transaction success of the dialoguesThe dialogue completion rate is calculated by countingthe �nished dialogues and the started dialogues. Eventhe dialogues announcing the system shutdown withoutdelivering a solution are counted as �nished because thesystem still produces an answer. Details are shown intable 2.



Finally, the average length of a dialogue was calcu-lated, describing the capabilities of the system to conducta longer interaction. Table 5 indicates that the prema-ture shutdown arose in the beginning or the middle of adialogue. Correctly �nished dialogues averaged at abouteight user turns, caused by mild misrecognitions. Somesubjects judged the dialogues as too lengthy.Dialogue length user turnsfailed dialogues 3.6successful dialogues 8.0spotting \di�culties" 6.1Table 5: Average number of user turns per dialogueModule evaluation Apart from the overall evaluationof the whole system, we concentrated on inspection of theFE and DMan performance. Additionally we examinedthe parser success rate.Table 6 summarizes the FE results and shows perfor-mance with an overall word accuracy of 66.5%. In thosedialogues which were terminated by the dialogue managerannouncing too serious di�culties, the WA dropped bymore than 10 points, justifying the DMan's decision. This,too, is reected by the sentence recognition rate (SR),falling below 30%.FE performance WA % WC % SR %all dialogues 66.5% 77.2% 47.1%successful dialogues 70.4% 81.7% 57.6%spotting \di�culties" 54.6% 68.9% 29.7%Table 6: Acoustic Front End performance measuresThe recognizer performed signi�cantly di�erent in outtest set and the user trials. This gap is caused mainly bythe characteristics of spontaneous speech vs. read speechand local dialects of the subjects.When evaluating the LP performance using a best stringinput, one has to distinguish between parser failures due toreceiving incorrect utterances from the FE and correctlyrecognized utterances which are out of coverage of the LP.However, in this �rst evaluation phase we summarize bothe�ects under the title parser failed in table 7.LP performance total parse %utterances failedall dialogues 1476 699 47.4%successful dialogues 635 243 38.3%spotting \di�culties" 500 366 73.3%Table 7: Linguistic Processor performance measuresAgain, the signi�cant increase of the error rate justifypremature dialogue closings.6 ConclusionWe described the evaluation of a prototype of our dialoguesystem, consisting of the main modules acoustic front end,linguistic processor and dialogue manager.Apart from presenting module{based results, we fo-cused on the evaluation of the completely integrated sys-tem. Due to a major bug in the software some dialogueswere not �nished but all the remaining dialogues showed
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